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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

1 . The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or

on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

2. Claims 8, 10-13, 15-19, and 21-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Nguyen (U.S. Pub. No. 2002/01 1 1 167 Al).

Referring to claim 8, Nguyen discloses a wireless communication system (abstract),

comprising base station for receiving an incoming message from a calling mobile

communication terminal (Figure 1-2, and paragraphs 16-19, 21, and 23, "BS-2, "calling MS",

"BS-1"); and a mobile switching center for receiving the incoming message from the base station

(Figure 1-2, and paragraphs 16-19, 21, and 23, "MSC-2", "MSC-2") and transmitting base alarm

information to a messenger service system (paragraph 7, and 8-10, "message center", "the MC

then sends a Short Message Service (SMS)", "notification", "SMS", "Data Waiting Indicator",

note that an SMS is inherently sent through a messenger service system).

Referring to claim 10, Nguyen disclose the wireless communication system of claim 8,

wherein the mobile switching center temporarily stores the base alarm information when the base

alarm information is not able to be transmitted to the messenger service system (figures 1-2, and

paragraphs 21-23).
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Referring to claim 1 1, Nguyen discloses a messenger service system (abstract, and

paragraph 10), comprising a messenger server for transmitting to a called mobile communication

terminal incoming message alarming information indicating arrival of an incoming message

transmitted from a calling mobile communication terminal (paragraph 7-10, "message center",

"the MC then sends a Short Message Service (SMS) 55

,
"notification

55

, "SMS
55

, "Data Waiting

Indicator
55

, note that an SMS is inherently sent through a messenger service system);and a

messenger information database for storing an address and a messenger ID of the called

subscriber (Figure 2, "HLR55

,
"MSC-1", "MSC-2 55

, note that the HLR is a database and it serves

as the messenger information database where it has the ID of the called subscribers of its

network), wherein the messenger server informs the called subscriber of the incoming message's

arrival by using the IP address (paragraphs 7-10, and 19, 23"message center
55

, "the MC then

sends a Short Message Service (SMS)55

,
"notification

55

,
"SMS 55

, "Data Waiting Indicator
55

, note

the called subscriber is notified via SMS, and SMS uses the IP (Internet Protocol) addresses in

order to get to the designated address).

Referring claim 12, Nguyen disclose the messenger service system of claim 11, wherein

the messenger server transmits the incoming message alarming information through internet to

the called subscriber who has logged in a messenger service (Figure 2, and paragraphs 21-23, "IP

NETWORK55

).

Referring to claim 13, Nguyen discloses the messenger service system of claim 11,

wherein the messenger server temporarily stores the incoming message alarming information
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when the incoming message alarming information is not able to be transmitted to the called

subscriber (paragraphs 7-10, and 21-23).

Referring to claim 15, Nguyen discloses a messenger service system (abstract),

comprising a messenger server (paragraphs 7-10, 16, and 23, "HLR") for transmitting to a called

mobile communication terminal incoming message alarming information indicating arrival of an

incoming message transmitted from a calling mobile communication terminal (paragraph 7-10,

"message center", "the MC then sends a Short Message Service (SMS)", "notification",

"SMS") and wherein the messenger server comprises a messenger information database for

storing an IP address and a messenger ID of the called subscriber (paragraphs 7-10, 16, and 23,

"HLR", note that the HLR include a database comprising the ID and IP address of subscribers in

its network).

Referring to claim 16, Nguyen discloses the messenger service system of claim 15,

wherein the messenger server transmits the incoming message alarming information through

internet to the called subscriber who has logged in a messenger service (Figure 2 and paragraphs

21-23, IP NETWORK).

Referring to claim 17, Nguyen discloses the messenger service system of claim 15,

wherein the messenger server temporarily stores the incoming message alarming information

when the incoming message alarming information is not able to be transmitted to the called

subscriber (paragraphs 7-10, and 21-23).
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Referring to claim 18, Nguyen discloses a method for alarming an incoming message of a

mobile communication terminal (abstract), comprising transmitting base alarm information

including an identification of a called mobile communication terminal (paragraph 7-10,

"message center", "the MC then sends a Short Message Service (SMS)55

,
"notification", "SMS",

note that the called party is alarmed, hence identifying the information of a called mobile is

included so that the notification is transmitted); receiving the base alarm information and

searching an IP address corresponding to the identification of the called mobile communication

terminal (paragraph 7-10, 0016, and 0023, "HLR", "notification", note the called subscriber is

notified, hence it is inherent that the base alarm is received and the IP address of the called

mobile is searched and found so that the notification is transmitted); and alarming arrival of the

incoming message to a called subscriber by using the searched IP address through messenger

service (paragraph 7-10, 0016, and 0023, "HLR", "notification", note that the alarm

(notification) was sent, inherently though the messenger server (HLR), and inherently by using

the searched and found IP address).

Referring to claim 19, Nguyen disclose the method of claim 18, wherein said transmitting

base alarm information comprises receiving an incoming message from a calling mobile

communication terminal; checking whether or not the called subscriber an incoming message

alarming service subscriber; if the called subscriber is an incoming message alarming service

subscriber, checking whether or not the incoming message alarming service has been activated;
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and if the incoming message alarming service has been activated, transmitting the base alarm

information (paragraphs 7-10, and 21-24).

Referring to claim 21, Nguyen discloses the method of claim 19, wherein said

transmitting base alarm information further comprises if the incoming message alarming service

has not been activated, temporarily storing the base alarm information until the incoming

message alarming service is activated; and when the incoming message alarming service is

activated, transmitting the base alarm information (paragraphs 7-10, and 21-23).

Referring to claim 22, Nguyen discloses the method of claim 20, wherein said alarming

arrival of the incoming message a called subscriber further comprises if the incoming message

alarming service has not been activated, temporarily storing the incoming message alarming

information until the incoming message alarming service is activated; and when the incoming

message alarming service is activated, transmitting the incoming message alarming information

to the personal computer (paragraphs 7-10, and 21-23).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.
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4. Claims 1-4, 6, 9, and 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nguyen (U.S. Pub. No. 2002/0111167 Al), in view of Troen-Krasnow et al (U.S. Patent No.

6,493,431 Bl).

Referring to claim 1, Nguyen discloses an incoming message alarming system (abstract),

comprising a wireless communication system for receiving an incoming message from a calling

mobile communication terminal and transmitting base alarm information (paragraphs 7, "calling

party", "MS", "HLR") and a messenger service system for receiving the base alarm information

from the wireless communication system (paragraph 7, 8, "message center", the MC then sends a

Short Message Service (SMS)", note that a messenger service is inherent since SMS call

notifications are sent) and informing a called subscriber of arrival of the incoming message

through a messenger service (paragraphs 8-10, "notification", "SMS", "Data Waiting Indicator").

Nguyen does not specifically disclose transmitting base alarm information including an

identification of the calling mobile communication terminal.

In the same field of endeavor, Troen-Krasnow discloses communication server

facilitating notifying the called party of an incoming call, where identification of the calling

mobile communication terminal is determined (abstract, col. 1, line 60 through col. 2, line 2, and

col. 6, lines 22-50, "server 180 then identifies the calling party based on the calling party's

telephone number").

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skills in the art at the time of invention

to modify the system ofNguyen by incorporating the teachings of Troen-Krasnow, and

providing a caller identification feature for the system ofNguyen, motivation being for the
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purpose of allowing the called party to make the decision of responding to the incoming call

based on the identification of the calling party, and consequently preventing unwanted calls.

Referring to claim 2, the combination ofNguyen and Troen-Krasnow disclose the

incoming message alarming system of claim 1, and further disclose the wireless communication

system comprises a base station for receiving the incoming message from the calling mobile

communication terminal, a mobile switching center for receiving the incoming message from the

base station and transmitting the base alarm information to a messenger service system, and

a home location register for storing location information of the called subscriber, subscriber

information on whether or not the called subscriber is an incoming message alarming service

subscriber, and flag information indicating an activation state of the incoming message alarming

service (Nguyen, figure 2, and paragraphs 21-23, "BS-1", "BS-2", "MSC-1", "MSC-2", "HLR",

note that the subscriber is informed of the messages, hence a flag is inherently indicating the

activation state of the incoming call), and wherein the messenger service system comprises

a messenger server for receiving the base alarm information from the wireless communication

system and transmitting incoming message alarming information indicating arrival of the

incoming message to the called mobile communication terminal, and a messenger information

database for storing an internet protocol (IP) address and a messenger identification (ID) of the

called subscriber, wherein the messenger server informs the called subscriber of the incoming

message's arrival by using the IP address (Nguyen, figures 1-2, and paragraphs 8-10, and 21-23,

"notification", "SMS", "Data Waiting Indicator"). "HLR", note that the HLR inherently
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comprises the database where the database has IP information about the subscribers in its

domain).

Referring to claim 3, the combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow disclose the incoming

message alarming system of claim 1, and further disclose the messenger service system

comprises a messenger server for receiving the base alarm information from the wireless

communication system and transmitting incoming message alarming information

indicating arrival of the incoming message to the called mobile communication terminal, and

wherein the messenger server comprises a messenger information database for storing an IP

address and a messenger ID of the called subscriber (Nguyen, figures 1-2, and paragraphs 8-10,

and 21-23, "notification", "SMS", "Data Waiting Indicator"), note that the HLR inherently

comprises the database where the database has IP information about the subscribers in its

domain).

Referring to claim 4, the combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow disclose the incoming

message alarming system of claim 2, and further disclose the messenger server asks the called

subscriber whether to use the incoming message service and stores resultant information on

whether to use the incoming message service ("use information") the messenger information

database (Nguyen, figures 1-2, and paragraphs 8-10, and 21-23).

Referring to claim 6, the combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow disclose the incoming

message alarming system of claim 5, and further disclose the messenger server transmits the
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incoming message alarming information to the called subscriber, with reference to the flag

information, when the incoming message alarming service has been activated (Nguyen, figures

1-2, and paragraphs 8-10, and 21-23)

Referring to claim 9, Nguyen discloses the wireless communication system of claim 8.

Nguyen does not disclose the base alarm information is at least one of identifications of a

calling mobile communication terminal sending the incoming message and the called mobile

communication terminal, if the incoming message is a call, and is at least one of identifications

of a calling mobile communication terminal and the called mobile communication terminal, and

the content of a short message, the incoming message is the short message.

In the same field of endeavor, Troen-Krasnow discloses communication server

facilitating notifying the called party of an incoming call, where identification of the calling

mobile communication terminal is determined (abstract, col. 1, line 60 through col. 2, line 2, and

col. 6, lines 22-50, "server 180 then identifies the calling party based on the calling party's

telephone number").

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skills in the art at the time of invention

to modify the system ofNguyen by incorporating the teachings of Troen-Krasnow into that of

Nguyen, motivation being for the purpose of allowing the called party to make the decision of

responding to the incoming call based on the identification of the calling party, and consequently

preventing unwanted calls.

Referring to claim 14, Nguyen discloses the messenger service system of claim 1 1

.
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Nguyen does not disclose the incoming message alarming information is at least one of

an identification of a calling mobile communication terminal sending the incoming

message and information indicating the incoming message's arrival, if the incoming message is a

call, and is at least one of an identification of the calling mobile communication terminal and the

content of a short message, the incoming message is the short message.

In the same field of endeavor, Troen-Krasnow discloses communication server

facilitating notifying the called party of an incoming call, where identification of the calling

mobile communication terminal is determined (abstract, col. 1, line 60 through col. 2, line 2, and

col. 6, lines 22-50, "server 180 then identifies the calling party based on the calling party's

telephone number").

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skills in the art at the time of invention

to modify the system ofNguyen by incorporating the teachings of Troen-Krasnow into that of

Nguyen, motivation being for the purpose of allowing the called party to make the decision of

responding to the incoming call based on the identification of the calling party, and consequently

preventing unwanted calls.

5. Claims 5 and 7 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Nguyen

(U.S. Pub. No. 2002/0111167 Al), in view of Troen-Krasnow et al (U.S. Patent No. 6,493,431

Bl), and further in view of Best (U.S. Pub. No. 2005/0097142 Al).

Referring to claim 5, the combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow disclose the incoming

message alarming system of claim 4.
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The combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow does not disclose the flag information is

updated by the use information.

Best disclose teaches a method and apparatus for increasing efficiency of data storage,

where a flag is updated to show user data has been inlined (paragraph 44).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to incorporate the teachings of Best into that ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow because it

allow automatic updating of flags prompted by the user.

Referring to claim 7, the combination ofNguyen/Troen-Krasnow/Best disclose the

incoming message alarming system of claim 5, and further disclose the messenger server

temporarily stores the incoming message alarming information, with reference to the flag

information, when the incoming message alarming service has not been activated (Nguyen,

figures 1-2, and paragraphs 21-23).

6. Claim 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Nguyen (U.S.

Pub. No. 2002/01 1 1 167 Al), in view of Ogata (U.S. Pub. No. 2001/0043259 Al).

Referring to claim 20, Nguyen discloses the method of claim 1 8, wherein the alarming

arrival of the incoming message to a called subscriber comprises checking whether or not the

called subscriber has logged in the messenger service; if the called subscriber has logged in the

messenger service, checking whether or not the called subscriber wants to use the incoming

message alarming service; if the called subscriber wants to use the incoming message alarming

service (figure 1-2, and paragraphs 21-23).
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Nguyen does not specifically disclose transmitting the incoming message alarming

information to a personal computer, which the called subscriber has logged in; and creating an

incoming message alarming window indicating the incoming message's arrival.

Ogata teaches an alarming system, which provides displaying an alarming message

information to a computer (paragraph 70, "computer and also serves to display alarming

message").

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to modify the method ofNguyen by incorporating the teachings of Ogata into that of

Nguyen, and allow the method ofNguyen to transmit the incoming message alarming

information to a personal computer, which the called subscriber has logged in, and creating an

incoming message alarming window indicating the incoming message's arrival, because it enable

the user to be alerted via his personal computer about important messages sent to him, and

consequently prevent missing important messages.

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Osterhout et al., U.S. Pub. No. 52002/0187777 Al, discloses a mobile telephone

apparatus with call management system.

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Fred A. Casca whose telephone number is (571) 272-7918. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from 9 to 5.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Lester Kincaid, can be reached at (571) 272-7922. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (571) 273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).


